VMWARE SERVICES

MAXIMIZE YOUR CLOUD INVESTMENTS
WITH VMWARE SERVICES
VMware’s cloud computing solutions have revolutionized
today’s datacenter landscape. However, leveraging these
technologies for maximum benefit remains a challenge on
the following fronts:
Identifying the best-fit VMware product for your
requirements

Customizing the product suite to specific use cases for
different business environments
Efficient integration with the existing datacenter ecosystem
Skill availability for design, deployment, operationalization,
and management of the VMware environment
High cost of VMware PSO services

HOW WE HELP
Microland’s VMware services (see Figure 1) span the entire

seamless adoption of the right VMware technologies at

lifecycle including strategy, design, build, implementation,

optimized costs.

and management of VMware environment to enable

Software Defined Datacenter (SDDC) Services
Strategy
Preparation of SDDC product suite implementation roadmap
using proprietary Now2Cloud Framework that selects the right
cloud technologies.

Design and Build

Implementation and Operationalization

Virtualization, Cloud Automation, SDN, SDS, DevOps
Automation, and integration with public cloud is done using
pre-build adapters for vCloud suite that integrate the product
suite with ITSM tools.

Production rollout of cloud automation, integration with
traditional IT management tools, and operationalization process
implementation using pre-built adapters for vCloud suite.

Management
Virtualization layer, vCloud stack, network, and storage
management using vRealize Management Toolkit.

Mobility Services
Strategy

Design and Build

Management

EMM strategy and policy,
enterprise mobility
readiness assessment, BYOD
/ CYOD / COPE enablement
services.

EMM solution design and
deployment, EFSS solution
design and deployment,
mobile application
wrapping and testing.

Mobile device and Email
mobility, enterprise mobility
management (MDM, MAM,
MIM).

Figure 1: Microland’s VMware Services

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT
Key outcomes are highlighted in Figure 2.

Assessment and Strategy
Framework

Design and Build Service

Define use cases

Identify scope

Identify solutions set
Prioritize sequence of initiatives

Deploy strategy and architectural
plans

Recommend technology and
services

Draw implementation roadmap

Evaluate functionalities

Routine Operations

24x7 monitoring and
management
SLA based service delivery
Optimization and transformation

Deploy SDDC/EUC/Mobility
environments
Operationalize framework
implementation
Pilot deployment
Roll out

Figure 2: Outcomes of Microland’s VMware Services

WHAT SETS US APART
Key differentiators include:
Proprietary Assets
Proven assets such as Now2Cloud consulting framework
for building cloud adoption roadmap, M-DaaS and
M-PASS solution accelerators, and R-Assess framework
for measuring cloud readiness and maturity help
accelerate deployment of VMware technologies.

partner, our VMware services are backed by assured
expertise and ongoing investments in building
capabilities.
Successful Past Deployments
We have the experience of executing several
first-of-its-kind VMware projects for Fortune 500
corporations over the last two years.

Competence on VMware Technologies
As one of the global VMware Professional Services
For more information, log on to www.microland.com

About Microland
Microland is a leading Hybrid IT Infrastructure Service Provider and a trusted partner to
enterprises in their IT-as-a-Service journey. Incorporated in 1989 and headquartered in
Bangalore, India, Microland has more than 3,400 professionals across its offices in
Europe, Middle East, North America and India. Microland enables global enterprises to
become more agile and innovative through a comprehensive portfolio of services that
addresses hybrid IT transformation, workspace transformation, service transformation
and end-to-end IT infrastructure management.

